Waitlist for Thatghers pushes to rush

By PETER MERRICK

On Wednesday morning, people began flooding into the Daily Pennsylvanian office to hear former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher speak on going and going and going and going. As of yesterday's waitlist to hear the speech held 40 names, at least 20 more would be added to the list today. The walk-up audience is expected to reach 400 people before the speech begins.

"The list opened it was a mad rush in here," said Cathie Harrison, a Daily Pennsylvanian staff writer. "There was a lot of excitement, she was the first person to come in to us. It was their only chance, in line at a time."

According to thompson students, who were assigned to man the doors, only one person actually managed to get in to hear the speech and that was a Daily Pennsylvanian staff writer. "There was a lot of excitement, she was the first person to come in to us. It was their only chance, in line at a time."
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As of yesterday's waitlist to hear the speech held 40 names, at least 20 more would be added to the list today. The walk-up audience is expected to reach 400 people before the speech begins. The list opened it was a mad rush in here," said Cathie Harrison, a Daily Pennsylvanian staff writer. "There was a lot of excitement, she was the first person to come in to us. It was their only chance, in line at a time."

According to thompson students, who were assigned to man the doors, only one person actually managed to get in to hear the speech and that was a Daily Pennsylvanian staff writer. "There was a lot of excitement, she was the first person to come in to us. It was their only chance, in line at a time."

The speech is expected to pass a bill today that would require a 20% cut in state funding to the University, a senator Appropriations Committee office said yesterday. The Senate Appropriations Committee office said the bill would "possibly put the University in the same position as the state budget."

"It is important to bring identification as a security precaution," she said. "We wanted to give the deans the opportunity to see the discussion in their classes."

Jennison added that the speech will be taped so that professors can see the discussion in their classes. She also said yesterday that people who have secured a place among the 200 students who will be invited to the auditorium for the speech will be identified as a security precaution.

"It is important to bring identification," Jennison said. "That's what I think is the method of ensuring that they really are legitimate."
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The commissioner, who was ap- • papers have been ongoing since last year and are continuing for officers. He added to is admittedly opposed to police officers wearing brain chips and wireless devices. "If the chips are marketed at civilians, then police and the public will be forced to wear them," he said. "The chips will not stop crime, but they will help us maintain order and ensure public safety.

The chips are designed to track the location of police officers at all times, and to record everything they say and do. They are also equipped with cameras that can be used to record what the officers see and hear. The chips are connected to a central database that can be accessed by police commanders and other officials.

The chips are currently being tested in several police departments, and have been met with mixed reactions. Some officers have welcomed the chips as a way to improve their work, while others have expressed concerns about privacy and the potential for abuse.

The chips are also being used to monitor police officers' performance. Data from the chips is used to evaluate officers' behavior and to identify areas where they need improvement.

The chips are being marketed as a way to improve police officers' performance and to reduce the incidence of police misconduct. However, there are concerns about the potential for abuse and the potential for the chips to be used to monitor police officers' private lives.

The chips are being marketed as a way to improve police officers' performance and to reduce the incidence of police misconduct. However, there are concerns about the potential for abuse and the potential for the chips to be used to monitor police officers' private lives.
Spotlight

Seattle has grunge... D.C. has hard-core... but Philadelphia has got the Student Band Explosion

If you think Penn is difficult auditioning, you should try working as a musician here. Somewhere between quality and ignorance, the throngs of die-hard music lovers at the University may find themselves lost. But thanks to endless bands and musicians with integrity, the fate of starting to find their way back to the music scene seems almost certain. If there is a music scene here, even if it is not exactly Seattle. But, hopes spring eternal in the hearts of the University's own musical upstarts.

Jay Sand, a College junior, is the "Grand Poobah" of PARMESAN, Penn's alternative Rock Musicians Entertainment Society And Network.

"It's difficult to play in Philly. It's really who you know. Unless you have management, you can't really play the cabarets."

Michael Kennedy

According to him, PARMESAN is "an evolving non-organization and a movement for all those young music people." Sand had a dream of creating a music scene through PARMESAN and rising in time to those underground bands while taking some of the best of the school's hipsters. His plan was "to be people's music." If people believed that there was a thriving music scene here then maybe one will happen. "Really, you can't get out of it."

"It's a people's music. If people believe that there is a rock scene here then maybe one will happen. It's friendly music."

The co-founder, "-value of music" movement, has been the name of the necessary common denominator between music scenes and PARMESAN was born as a result.

"I thought there should be some kind of music thing around here and there wasn't. One day I came back to my room and said, 'Oh, what the hell. I'll put one up."

According to Sand, his purpose is to create a forum where people in bands get to hang out. "One of the best parts about it was how everyone hung out and talked," said Flisch. "We met all sorts of musicians and everyone enjoyed himself and everyone else's music. It was a competition but it didn't turn out to be a competition."

"The view from the waist down is just as good as the pectoral view," explained Mark 3. Scott, the band's percussionist.
The Daily Pennsylvanian Housing Supplement

Penn students are already shopping around for a place to live next year. Shouldn't they be looking at your property?

898-6581
The Wharton Undergraduate
Vice Dean’s International Lecture Series Presents:

N. Browne Esq.

Counsellor, Public Affairs, British Embassy, Washington

“Great Britain in the 21st Century”

- The future of the strategic alliance between the U.S. and the U.K. in the post-cold war era.
- Likely policies of the U.K.’s unique stand within the E.C.
- The ramifications of the recent events surrounding the Royal Family.

All Students Welcome.

EARN EXTRA CASH!

AT IVY LABORATORIES

Ivy Labs conducts controlled skin tests with 100% accuracy to determine if you have dandruff, dry skin or acne, we need you for additional studies.

Paper products on volunteers with normal healthy skin. If you have dandruff, dry skin or acne, we need you for additional studies that we conduct year round.

This is a good opportunity to supplement your income.

For More Information Stop In Or Call EV 7-8400

Ivy Laboratories (KGL, Inc.)
University City Science Center, 2nd Floor
3401 Market Street - Suite 226

State Senate expected to pass funding bill

BILL, from page 1

who threatened last winter to block state funding for the University if the University requested $41.2 million for the current fiscal year, Casey recommended that the University receive $37.6 million.

"Casey told [Pumo] that the House Appropriations Committee is looking carefully at (the bill) and is not in favor of the funding restoration," Dluglecki said. "But Pumo was not so sure that the jobs that Fumo threatened would come from approximately $37.6 million in unappropriated available revenue."

A statement released by Pumo said that the University's "threatened closing" of the 11-bill, $73.5 million package for higher education "will be lost if the funding is not restored."

The University has asked for a full year's budget.

"Pumo was primarily motivated by people in his district and that workweek that goes to vote today is in part of an 11-bill, $73.5 million package for higher education. The University requested $41.2 million from the state for the current fiscal year. Casey recommended that the legislature eliminate all funding for the University. Lawmakers later included no money in the state budget.

"The University legislative relations people have always done an excellent job," Diagiedzki said. "But Pumo was not so sure that the jobs that Fumo threatened would come from approximately $37.6 million in unappropriated available revenue."

The University received $37.6 million from the state for the current fiscal year, Casey recommended that the University receive $37.6 million.

But last February, after the University requested $41.2 million from the state for the current fiscal year, Casey recommended that the legislature eliminate all funding for the University. Lawmakers later included no money in the state budget.

"The University legislative relations people have always done an excellent job," Diagiedzki said. "But Pumo was not so sure that the jobs that Fumo threatened would come from approximately $37.6 million in unappropriated available revenue."

The University received $37.6 million from the state for the current fiscal year, Casey recommended that the University receive $37.6 million.
UA, Phone Home

No matter how little the cost, the principle of responsible government has been violated.

On Monday, Jeff Lichtman said that long-distance phone calls by Undergraduate Assembly members are "quite reasonable" and not a "perk."

"Then, Ms Bell called his bluff."

After investigating three months of phone bills, it appears that 40 UA members including his charismatich Lichtman, were enjoying unreasonable perks of elected office.

Lichtman made several phone calls to the Capitol as well as his summer employer, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee in order to "track legislation."

During a recent session in the Lower Senate, Kirsten Bartik made over 90 calls to her friends, 12 to her parents, 15 to the 202 area code and a six-minute call to France as part of her arrangements for a charity lecture paper on Latin American Studies at the UA of the University.

Professors have not released records of calls, those few phone calls to a pa-
tient, to a friend, or to an employer seem trivial in size. But, their significance is far beyond the more cost of the calls.

The calls represent a gross misuse of the fund, which allows students to make calls to UA through our 800 general fee. Student members have to prove to the UA so that it can effectively represent our interest of the administration.

Instead, UA members have in effect enough to have done nothing. The card re-
mains on my desk as a reminder, a thorn in my leg.

All letters submitted for publication must include the author's name, phone number, and the UA or Penn number. Letters should be shorter than 300 words, and printed legibly or typed double spaced. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit letters for space and clarity.

I had most definitely run that white piece. I was livid. It was the zillionth run-in that I

perience with poverty, political oppres-
sion, and indigenous values, have created

domestic and foreign policy, in which the

et and in its make-up. A group of back-bone

ting along the same lines.

Not only was I enriched by the classes

members have been brought in and are offering

on the U.S. However, the UA so that it can effectively represent our interest of the administration.

Instead, UA members have in effect enough to have done nothing. The card re-
mains on my desk as a reminder, a thorn in my leg.

All letters submitted for publication must include the author's name, phone number, and the UA or Penn number. Letters should be shorter than 300 words, and printed legibly or typed double spaced. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit letters for space and clarity.
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Kappa Delta misses quota

Sorority rush ends as chapters welcome 355 new sisters

Kappa Delta, one of the oldest sororities on campus, is considering leaving the University. Frank, who said her Panhel position prohibits her from releasing any sorority's pledge numbers, said that it may have made a little more difference to the rushees. They had a lot more time to listen to scripts and comments that in a shorter week they wouldn't have had.

"Every year I think rush brings the sisters together," said Delta Delta Delta president and Nursing senior Jennifer Meyer. "It instills a lot of pride in one's house no matter what differences there are."

Delta president and Nursing senior Audrey Levine seemed to disagree. "It seems so superficial to go into a house and meet someone for five minutes and base your judgment on that," said Wharton freshman Pamela Katz, who dropped out of rush after Open House. "And it took too much time, and I didn't have that."
S. Africa may integrate public schools

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - In a move that would set up the integration of schools in the future, the white government proposed a single education department for all races yesterday.

Under President P.W. de Klerk's reform, white public schools have been allowed to accept black students since 1991 if the white parents approve.

The government has maintained four separate administrative bodies to which blacks were matched with other races in the past.

"Education will contribute substantially towards the creation of a non-racial, democratic society," Mr. de Klerk said.

\[\text{Compiled from Associated Press dispatches}\]

Many top Clinton advisors are millionaires

WASHINGTON - President Clinton, who made a campaign issue of Republi-
cans' favoritism of the wealthy, has more millionaires among his top officials than any other Cabinet.

Clinton has at least six millionaires, according to his Justice Department, which oversees several well-to-do agencies and two Wall Street investment firms.

The list includes Justice Department's helpfulness in catering to large corporate accounts.

In addition, four other Cabinet mem-
bers and a U.S. ambassador with Clinton's approval.

Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., has been the most active.

His department proposes a $2 billion financial disclosure reports release.

Another millionaire, Justice Secretary Janet Reno, with-

President's press release is for attorney general

Low 20' 40' High

Sabin vaccines that were manufactured dur-
ing the 1980s when Regan had appointed a lab official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

It was a lighthearted, bantering exchange," said a Los Angeles public relations official.

"It was a lighthearted, bantering exchange," said a Los Angeles public relations official.

The telephone to Streisand's manager in Los Angeles was answered.
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By SARAH REINSTEIN
Fireside speaker talks about his religion

"In the wake of these great teach-
ers sojourn advances tremendous-
tend," Penn said.

McNeil said she "has better things to do than the UA's

Penn was first exposed to the Baha'i religion as an undergraduate at the University, added, "Cooperation is the transfor-
mation of the individual and society." On the individual level, one must "struggle to be free of prejudice,"

"On the individual level, one must come together," he said.

"With as much as the University is spending on personnel policies, why can't kids do it, too?" Whar-

"With as much as the University is spending on personnel policies, why can't kids do it, too?" Whar-

"As an elected body, they should be left to do their own thing," College senior Antoine Penn, who was first exposed to the Baha'i faith when he was in fifth grade.
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If your advertisement were here...

You'd be reaching a student market which spends over $45 million annually on goods and services ranging from jewelry and clothing to computers and auto services. Penn students have a monthly average of $328 in disposable income to spend, which is nearly triple the national college student average. And 91% of Penn undergraduates read the Daily Pennsylvania—more than any other newspaper. The Daily Pennsylvania is distributed every weekday before morning classes to over 50 locations around the Penn campus. There's simply no better way to reach the Penn community. Advertising in the Daily Pennsylvania is a great way to increase your revenue no matter what your business may be.

Call for current display, classified display, and classified advertising rates.

989-6581
**Hockey**

**Evans leads Knicks to 98-90 victory over Sixers**

Reeves accepts Giants* top position; Subres edge Flyers; Michigan and Miami win

The announcement was made by Young at a news conference.

**SportsWire**

**Ewing leads Knicks to 98-90 victory over Sixers**

Reeves accepts Giants* top position; Subres edge Flyers; Michigan and Miami win

The announcement was made by Young at a news conference.

**SPC**

**SPE C IS LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD LEADERS TO PARTICIPATE IN PLANNING SOCIAL EVENTS**

We are presently interviewing for a chairperson of:

* Homecoming
* Jazz Festival
* Crafts Fair, and
* Tech Committees

Applications are available at the Office of Student Life, 110 Houston Hall

**BE A PART OF S P E C AND SPREAD SOME PENN SPIRIT!**

For more information, call 567-4349 for Craig or Pyuhs

**Drexel University-Creese Student Center**

**January 27, 28 & 29th**

**9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.**

**ARMY BARRACKS**

**Genuine U.S. & European Military Clothing & Equipment**

**Largest Surplus selection in New England**

**WITH THE LOWEST PRICES M/C - Visa - American Express - Discover Accepted**

**647 Boylston Street**

**Boston, MA 02110**

**617-437-1657**

**● Dutch and West German Six-Pocket Cotton Field Shorts & Pants $10.00 - $20.00**

**● Mexican Baja Pullover & Blankets (100% Cotton) $12 - $15**

**● Large assortment of Guatemalan and Mexican goods.**

**● Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags & Covers $25.00 & $35.00**

**● Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger, Urban Black Six Pocket Pants $26 & $28**

**● B New & Used Combat Boots $8 to $40**

**● Raybans 40% Off.**

**● Special Order Dr. Martin's**

**● Tapestries & Tye-Dye Sizes $15 to $20.**

**● Surplus Leather Bomber & Bike Jackets.**

**Visit our other store locations:**

**CONWAY, NH**

**Charter Oak Building, 23-35 Main Street, 603-524-4300**

**CAMBRIDGE, MA**

**161 Melrose Street, 617-354-5900**

**MILLER'S HALL**

**130 Main Street, 617-547-4000**

**MARRIOTT PLAZA**

**152 CIRCUIT AVE.**

**Arlington, MA 02174 (617) 563-0757**

**M/C - Visa - American Express - Discover Accepted**

**SPORTSWIRE**

Compiled from Associated Press dispatches
Penn Hoops' bandwagon not off the road yet

By STEPHEN KABASEK

When the Penn men's basketball team host Detroit's Titans for an Atlantic 10 Conference matchup at the Palestra last night, Tigre forward Carl Lewis' stats were not exactly impressive: one point, one rebound, one assist.

This season however, there are things much different for the senior from Sheboygan, Mass. After three years of warming coach Pete Carril's bench, Lewis finally got a chance to show off his talents in the starting lineup.

And he hasn't wasted the opportunity.

Lewis has flourished in the rowdy, three-point shooting attack of the Titans, leading the team in scoring with 13.3 points per game average.

In addition, Lewis is shooting 25 percent from three-point range and is second in the Ivy league behind Cornell's John Calvin with 27 made treys on the season.

All for a player who, coming off the bench, had nothing to offer but wholehearted support of his teammates.

"Through my first three years, I always knew that I could play," Carril said. "But with the tough times, you continue to play hard in practice and hope things work out for you. Right now I'm just happy to be playing."

Lewis said his 19.9 points per game average of 33.5 percent from the field is stepping up to the challenge.

"I'm just happy to be playing," Carril said. "He's shooting a high percentage and is working hard to get by the big guys."

While it is not vital to win every non-conference game, it is important for a team to gain valuable experience as it heads towards its end of a team's schedule.

"We covered that topic a few weeks ago," senior co-captain Paul Arrouet said. "In the past we've been stronger than them, and this year shouldn't be any different."

The Quakers face Franklin & Marshall today.

Princeton senior Chris Pavlic has emerged from obscurity to the Tigers' top three-point shooter.

In the Ivy League.

Senior co-captain Paul Arrouet leads the Ivy League in trey percentage (50.7) in hitting 46 of 91 shots from outside.

Pavlic's Power

By STEVE WAXMAN

Senior Photographer

Forget about the Dream Team and the Dream Squad.

This is the Princeton senior Chris Pavlic.

Pavlic's transition from perennial bench-warmer to the Tiger's main long-distance threat paid off — especially in the Tigers' impressive win over Delaware Monday night.

Pavlic, a junior who has improved greatly this season, led the Tigers with 21 points and seven rebounds.

"Chris has done very well making the transition from a role player to a starter," Carril said. "He's showing the ball well, and also with his sloppy performance he's really shooting a high percentage and is working hard to get by the big guys."

The following is an excerpt from a column in the Princetonian which appeared October 27 in The Daily Princetonian.

While it is not vital to win every non-conference game — especially in the result of non-conference games — the experience as it heads towards its end of a team's schedule is more important than the actual win or loss.

"It's more important than the win or loss," assistant coach Mark Ramirez said. "It's a chance to show what I learned."